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The contact recombination from both singlet and triplet states of a radical pair is studied assuming that the
spin conversion is carried out by the fast transversal relaxation and∆g mechanism. The alternative HFI
mechanism is neglected as being much weaker in rather large magnetic fields. The magnetic-field-dependent
quantum yields of the singlet and triplet recombination products, as well as of the free radical production, are
calculated for any initial spin state and arbitrary separation of radicals in a pair. The magnetic field effect is
traced and its diffusional (viscosity) dependence is specified.

1. Introduction

The most general diffusional theory of contact but spinless
geminate recombination of an ion pair was developed by Hong
and Noolandi.1 Later on, the theory was developed further in a
few works2,3 and extended for the noncontact recombination
from any starting distance between reactants4,5 (see also section
VIIB in the review6).

However, as was recognized long ago, in pairs of radicals or
ion radicals the recombination is affected by spin conversion
between initially populated and other spin states. Such a
conversion is carried out by the spin relaxation and/or some
mechanisms acting in a magnetic field. These are the∆g
mechanism of spin conversion in pairs of radicals having
differentg factors and the mechanism of the hyperfine interac-
tion (HFI) between the electron and nuclear spins if any. The
HFI mechanism alone was studied a number of times assuming
that the radical recombination proceeds via a single channel
(either singlet or triplet).7 This is a situation typical for the
radical pairs with such long spin relaxation timesT2 and T1

that the corresponding rates 1/T2 and 1/T1 are negligible in
comparison with a rather large HFI constantA. Just recently,
HFI theory was extended for the double-channel recombination
which proceeds into both singlet and triplet products though in
a zero magnetic field.8 Here, we are going to do quite the
opposite: neglecting HFI in comparison with the fast transversal
spin relaxation 1/T2, we will study the magnetic field effect
(MFE) produced by the∆g mechanism of spin conversion. The
spin relaxation really dominates over HFI in transition metal
complexes with strong spin-orbital coupling.9-11 The exact
solution of this problem will be obtained analytically assuming
that recombination from the singlet and triplet states of the
radical pair proceeds only at contact, with the constantskc

S and
kc

T, respectively. ProvidedAT2 , 1 is really negligible, the
theory is valid at arbitrary magnetic fields though it takes into
account only the∆g mechanism of spin conversion.

The pair of radicals created in either of its singlet or triplet
states can recombine from there in the singlet or triplet products
or be separated with the quantum yieldæ.

Here,T2 is the transversal relaxation time assumed to be the
same in both radicals and

Here,â0 is the Bohr magneton,∆g ) g+ - g- whereg+ and
g- areg factors of radical ions in a pair andH is the external
magnetic field.

Unlike the majority of our previous works reviewed in refs
6 and 12, here, we do not assume thatΩT2 , 1, allowing the
spin conversion to be coherent in a large field. The best
analytical solution of this problem valid at anyΩ was obtained
by Mints and Pukhov13 but only for a single-channel recombina-
tion of a radical pair (RP)sjust from its singlet state to the
ground state of the product. Unfortunately, the authors did not
present the evaluation of their results, and to generalize them
for the double-channel recombination, we have to derive
everything from the very beginning.

This goal will be reached with a method disclosed in the next
section.

II. General Formalism

The density matrix of the radical pair depending on the inter-
radical distancer and time t obeys the following evolution
equation15,16

with a reflective boundary condition at the contact of radicals
r ) σ

Here, L̂ is the operator diagonal in the Liouville space which
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Ω ) 1
2p

∆gâ0H (1.2)

∂F(r,t)
∂t

) L̂F(r,t) + L̂F(r,t) - Ŵ(r)F(r,t) (2.1)

ĵF(r,t)|r)σ ) 0 (2.2)
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describes the relative stochastic motion of the radicals, whileĵ
is a flux operator. As toL̂, this is the Liouville operator which
consists of the rates of the paramagnetic relaxation and the spin
transitions induced by the magnetic field. The rate operatorŴ(r)
represents the radical recombination depending on the distance
between the radicals,r. The recombination occurs from either
the singlet or triplet state of the radical ion pair (RIP) or from
both of them.

One can represent the Laplace transformation of the solution
of eq 2.1 as

whereF0 ) F(r,r0,0) andĜ0(r,r0,t) is the Green function obeying
the following equation

where Ê is an identity operator. It is convenient to represent
the operator Green function

via the scalar analogueφ(r,r0,t), which obeys the conventional
diffusional equation with evident initial and boundary conditions

The sole restriction of the present theory is the assumption
that the recombination takes place only at contact, that is, that
the rate operatorŴ(r) is

where Q̂ depends only on the rate constantskc
S and kc

T.
Substituting this expression into eq 2.3, we have

This is a closed expression for the contact density matrix,
F̃(σ,r0,s). Resolving it we obtain

This important result was obtained by Purtov and Doktorov14

and efficiently used in a recent investigation of the spin
conversion induced by the HFI mechanism.8

The quantum yields of the singlet and triplet products of
geminate recombination are defined through the components
of the matrix 2.9

In the Liouville space basis (FSS, FT0T0, RFST0, JFST0, FT-T-,
FT+T+), chosen by Mints and Pukhov,13 we have

whereT1 andT2 are the longitudinal and transversal times of
paramagnetic relaxation, while the mixing of the S and T0 states
occurs with a frequencyΩ from eq 1.2. The recombination
operatorQ̂ in the same basis takes the form

By finding Ĝ0(r,r0,t) from eqs 2.5 and 2.6 and substituting
its Laplace transformation into eq 2.9, one can solve this matrix
equation usingQ̂ from eq 2.13. The elements of the matrix
obtained determine not only the partial yields of the recombina-
tion products from eqs 2.10 and 2.11 but also the yield of the
separated radicals which escape recombination and become free

We usually represent all the yields as follows17,6

whereZs andZt are the efficiencies of recombination through
the singlet and triplet channels, respectively, while

is the total efficiency of geminate recombination.

III. Exact Solution of the Problem

In our previous article, we solved the double-channel problem
of geminate recombination assuming that the spin conversion

L̂ )

(- ( 1
2T1

+ 1
T2

) 1
T2

- 1
2T1

0 - 2Ω
1

2T1

1
2T1

1
T2

- 1
2T1

- ( 1
2T1

+ 1
T2

) 0 2Ω
1

2T1

1
2T1

0 0 - 1
T1

0 0 0

Ω - Ω 0 - 2
T2

0 0

1
2T1

1
2T1

0 0 - 1
T1

0

1
2T1

1
2T1

0 0 0 - 1
T1

)
(2.12)

Q̂ ) (kc
S 0 0 0 0 0

0 kc
T 0 0 0 0

0 0
kc

S + kc
T

2
0 0 0

0 0 0
kc

S + kc
T

2
0 0

0 0 0 0 kc
T 0

0 0 0 0 0 kc
T

) (2.13)

æ(r0) ) 1 - æs(r0) - æt(r0) (2.14)

æ ) D
D + Z

æt )
Zt

D + Z

æs )
Zs

D + Z
(2.15)

Z ) Zs + Zt

F̃(r,r0,s) ) G̃̂0(r,r0,s)F0 - ∫G̃̂0(r,r′,s)Ŵ(r′)F̃(r′,r0,s) d3r′
(2.3)

∂Ĝ0(r,r0,t)

∂t
) L̂Ĝ0(r,r0,t) + L̂Ĝ0(r,r0,t),

Ĝ0(r,r0,0) )
δ(r - r0)

4πr2
Ê (2.4)

Ĝ0(r,r0,t) ) eL̂ t
φ(r,r0,t) (2.5)

∂φ(r,r0,t)

∂t
) L̂φ(r,r0,t), φ(r,r0,0) )

δ(r - r0)

4πr2
,
∂φ

∂r |r)σ
) 0

(2.6)

Ŵ(r) ) Q̂
δ(r - σ)

4πσ2
(2.7)

F̃(r,r0,s) ) G̃̂0(r,r0,s)F0 - G̃̂0(r,σ,s)Q̂F̃(σ,r0,s) (2.8)

F̃(σ,r0,s) ) [Ê + G̃̂0(σ,σ,s)Q̂]-1G̃̂0(σ,r0,s)F0 (2.9)

æs(r0) ) kc
SF̃SS(σ,r0,0) (2.10)

æt(r0) ) kc
T[F̃T0T0

(σ,r0,0) + F̃T-T-
(σ,r0,0) + F̃T+T+

(σ,r0,0)]
(2.11)
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is incoherent which is the case atΩT2 , 1.18 This limitation
was obviated by Mints and Pukhov,13 who solved the problem
exactly (i.e., generally, for coherent spin conversion) but for a
single (singlet) recombination channel, whenZt ) 0 while Zs

) Z * 0. Here, we have to do the same but for the double-
channel recombination when bothZt andZs are not zero.

As the first step, one has to specify the exponent operator
e L̂ t in eq 2.5 that was found to be the following

where

In the particular caseT2 , T1 ) ∞, we haveB ) C( ) 0 and
the rank of the problem reduces to 4× 4 and becomes formally
identical to the case of spin conversion via the HFI mechanism
at the highest fields,19 provided the exchange splitting of the
singlet and triplet is negligible. For the particular case of
incoherent spin conversion, the same problem was solved
recently in refs 20 and 21.

Solving eq 2.6 and using the result in eq 2.5, we calculated
exactly the Laplace transformation of the Green operator

where

and

IV. Highly Polar Solvents

In solvents with a large dielectric constantε, one can neglect
the Coulombic interactions between the counterions, setting the

Onsager radiusrc ) 0. For this particular case,φ̃(σ,r0,s) is known
to be

so that the expressions in eq 3.3 become

wherekD ) 4πσD is the diffusional rate constant, whileτd )
σ2/D is the so-called encounter time.

Taking the integrals in eq 3.4, one finds that the results can
be expressed viaφ̃(σ,r0,s) given in eq 4.1. Using the latter, we
obtain for highly polar solvents

where

are the most important parameters responsible for the spin
conversion due to transversal relaxation (1/T2) and field-induced
coherent transitions with a frequencyΩ.

In the limit of the low field,Ω2T2
2 , 1, the expressions in

eq 4.4 reduce to the following

Most of the experimental works studying electron-transfer
reactions by optical and electrochemical methods are performed
in the natural magnetic field of the Earth which is rather low.
This is why this particular case is of exceptional importance.

V. Recombination only through the Singlet Channel

To illustrate the general theory, let us start from the simplest
example of the triplet RIP irreversibly created by electron
transfer from a triplet precursor.9-11 Such a triplet RIP has to
recombine through the singlet channel to the ground state
because recombination from this triplet state is prohibited,kc

T

) 0, that is

e L̂t )

(A+ A- 0 -sin(2Ωt)e-2t/T2 B B

A- A+ 0 sin(2Ωt)e-2t/T2 B B

0 0 e-t/T1 0 0 0
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2
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2
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B B 0 0 C+ C-

B B 0 0 C- C+

)
(3.1)
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+ 1
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+
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)
(3.2)

F ) φ̃(σ,r0,0)

Pn ) φ̃(σ,r0,n/T1) n ) 1, 2 (3.3)

Q1 ) 2∫0

∞
e-2t/T2 cos(2Ωt)φ(σ,r0,t) dt

Q2 ) 2∫0

∞
e-2t/T2 sin(2Ωt)φ(σ,r0,t) dt (3.4)

φ̃(σ,r0,s) ) 1
4πr0D

exp{-(r0 - σ)xs/D}

1 + σxs/D
(4.1)

F ) 1
4πr0D

Pn ) σ
r0

e(1-r0/σ)x(nτd/T1)

kD(1 + xnτd/T1)
n ) 1, 2 (4.2)

Q1 )

2σe(1-r0/σ)RR

kDr0

(1 + RR)cos[RI(r0/σ - 1)] - RI sin[RI(r0/σ - 1)]

(1 + RR)2 + RI
2

(4.3a)

Q2 )

2σe(1-r0/σ)RR

kDr0

(1 + RR)sin[RI(r0/σ - 1)] + RI cos[RI(r0/σ - 1)]

(1 + RR)2 + RI
2

(4.3b)

RR ) xτd

T2
xxΩ2T2

2 + 1 + 1

RI ) xτd

T2
xxΩ2T2

2 + 1 - 1 (4.4)

At Ω f 0

RR f x2τd

T2
) γ RI f 0 (4.5)

Zt ) 0, Z ≡ Zs (5.1)
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Cumbersome but straightforward calculations show that the
result depends on what spin level of a pair was initially
populated. If this is S, T0, or T(, then

where the corresponding recombination efficiencies are

where

are the contact values of the correspondingr0-dependent
quantities. For the particular case of contact start (r0 ) σ), all
these results are identical to those obtained earlier by Mints
and Pukhov.13

However, the most reasonable situation, presumed in the
majority of earlier works, is the start from the equilibrated triplet
state (T-pair) whose sublevels, T0, T+, T-, are equally populated
with the weights (1/3,1/3,1/3).

Summing the above efficiencies with these weights, we obtain
for this case

where

is the efficiency of a singlet recombination from the initially
equilibrated triplet indicated as T.

A. Recombination of a Contact Born Pair.At contact start,
r0 ) σ and therefore it follows from eqs 4.3 and 4.2 that

while RR andRI are defined in eq 4.4 and

1. Recombination of the S-Pair.Using the results in eq 5.3,
we obtain from there the recombination efficiency of the contact
born radical pair initially created in the singlet state (S-pair)

Such a complex result expressed viaqi(RR,RI) from eq 5.8 is
identical to that found by Mints and Pukhov.13 Fortunately, it
can be represented in a much more simple and transparent form
found in ref 20

where

is the only conversion-dependent parameter.
2. Recombination of the T-Pair. The same simplification

is presented here for the efficiency of the singlet recombination
from the equilibrated triplet state

In the limits of kinetic and diffusional recombination, it takes
the alternative forms

It must be noted that the general relationship betweenSæs

andTæs reported in section 3.2.1 of ref 7 holds true. The product
yields of the S-pair and T-pair recombination relate to each other
as follows

Sæs )
SZs

D + SZs

T0æs )
T0Zs

D + T0Zs

T(æs )
T(Zs

D + T(Zs

(5.2)

SZs

D
)

kc
S((4 + kc

Sq1)(F + P2 + Q1) + kc
Sq2Q2)

16 + kc
S((4 + kc

Sq1)(f - F + p2 - P2 + q1 - Q1) + 4q1 + kc
Sq2(q2 - Q2))

(5.3)

T0Zs

D
)

kc
S((4 + kc

Sq1)(F + P2 - Q1) - kc
Sq2Q2)

16 + kc
S((4 + kc

Sq1)(f - F + p2 - P2 + q1 + Q1) + 4q1 + kc
Sq2(q2 + Q2))

(5.4)

T(Zs

D )
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S(4 + kc
Sq1)(F - P2)

(4 + kc
Sq1)(4 + kc

S(f - F + p2 + P2 + q1)) + (kc
Sq2)

2
(5.5)

p2 ) P2(r0 ) σ)

qi ) Qi(r0 ) σ)

f ) F(r0 ) σ) ) 1/kD

Tæs ) 1
3

T0æs + 2
3

T(æs )
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D + TZs

(5.6)

TZs

D
)
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S[(4 + kc

Sq1)(3F - P2 - Q1) - kc
Sq2Q2]

48 + kc
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Sq1)(3f - 3F + 3p2 + P2 + 3q1 + Q1) + 12q1 + kc
Sq2(3q2 + Q2)]

(5.7)

Q1 ) 2
kD

1 + RR

(1 + RR)2 + RI
2

) q1 (5.8a)

Q2 ) 2
kD

RI

(1 + RR)2 + RI
2

) q2 (5.8b)

P2 ) 1
kD(1 + â)

) p2 (5.8c)

â ) x2τd
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D
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S

16 + 4kc
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kD
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D
)
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S
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R ) RR +
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1 + RR + kc
S/2kD
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It is the straightforward consequence of the detailed balance
principle and can be easily verified here usingSæs from eq 5.2
andTæs from eq 5.6.

VI. Incoherent Spin-Conversion

In a rather low field (atΩT2 , 1)

Obviously that in such a case the conversion proceeds with the
rateΩ2T2 which is a parameter of the incoherent process. Using
the results of eq 6.1 in the formulas in eq 5.12, we obtain the
value ofR for the incoherent spin conversion

This parameter depends on recombination only through the ratio
kc

S/2kD, that is, small in the kinetic limit and large in the
diffusional one. Correspondingly, we obtain in these limits

These are exactly the same results that were found in appendix
B of ref 20.

In the case of a low field

depends on a single variable parameter, encounter diffusion,
changing with viscosity.

A. Rate Models. In a number of our and other works, the
spin conversion was presumed to be incoherent and was
considered from the beginning as a stochastic process occurring
with some rate,k0.6,9,12,22-25 In general, when the nonreacting
radical pair is immobile, its density matrix obeys the equation

following from eq 2.1

However, under the condition of incoherent conversion,ΩT2

, 1, the latter can be conventionally reduced to a set of four
master equations for only diagonal elements of the density
matrix, that is, populations of a singlet level,FS ≡ pS, and three
sublevels of the triplet state,F-, F0, andF+ (see Figure 1A)12,20

Here

is the rate of incoherent spin conversion in a stable radical pair
proceeding via a∆g mechanism.

1. Two-Level Model.For the extreme caseT1 ) ∞ (â ) 0),
only two levels out of four are involved in the spin conversion
and the set (eq 6.6) is reduced to the following

while F+(t) ) F+(0), F-(t) ) F-(0) and

The single-channel contact recombination assisted by the
incoherent spin conversion in the two-level system was the
subject of a separate exhaustive investigation in ref 20.

The comparison of the incoherent and coherent spin conver-
sion assisting a single-channel contact recombination in a two-
level system was continued in ref 21. It was confined only to
the RIP starting from contact (r0 ) σ) when all the results are
much simpler. If, in addition,â ) 0, then the recombination
efficiencies in eqs 5.11 and 5.13 gain the following form

Here, zs ) kc
S/4πσ is the usual constant of the conventional

(spinless) “exponential model”.12,6 Exactly the same result has
been obtained in ref 20 solving the rate equations for the two-

Figure 1. Scheme of spin transitions in the radical pair induced by
transversal and longitudinal relaxation as well as by a∆g mechanism
of incoherent spin conversion (A) and the elementary spin model of
the same at equal relaxation times (B).

F̆ ) L̂ F (6.5)

F̆S )

(k0 + 1
T2

- 1
2T1

) F0 - (k0 + 1
T2

- 1
2T1

) FS +
F+ + F-

2T1
(6.6a)

F̆0 )

(k0 + 1
T2

- 1
2T1

) FS - (k0 + 1
T2

+ 1
2T1

) F0 +
F+ + F-

2T1
(6.6b)

F̆+ )
F+ + F-

2T1
-

F+

T1

and

F̆- )
F+ + F0

2T1
-

F-

T1
(6.6c)

k0 ) Ω2T2 (6.7)

F̆S ) ks(F0 - FS) (6.8a)

F̆0 ) ks(FS - F0) (6.8b)

ks ) k0 + 1
T2

(6.9)

SZs )
zs

2 [R + 2
R + 1]

TZs )
zs

2
R

3(1 + R) + (3 + R)
zs

D

(6.10)

RR ≈ x2τd

T2
(1 +

Ω2T2
2

4 ) RI ≈ ΩxτdT2/2 (6.1)

R ) x2τd

T2
(1 +

Ω2T2
2

4 ) +

1
2

Ω2τdT2

1 +
kc

S

2kD
+ x2τd

T2
(1 +

Ω2T2
2

4 )
(6.2)

R ) {x2τd

T2
(1 +

3Ω2T2
2

4 ) at
kc

S

2kD
e 1 , xτd

T2

x2τd

T2
(1 +

Ω2T2
2

4 ) at
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S
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. 1,xτd

T2

(6.3)

R ) γ ) σ x 2
DT2

Ω2T2
2 , 1 (6.4)
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level problem, eq 6.8, except that

does not depend onkc
S at all, unlike its coherent analogue 6.2.

Moreover,R from eq 6.11 does not coincide with either of the
expressions in eq 6.3.

This is because the rate eqs 6.6 were obtained from their
coherent analogue, eq 6.5, when the motion of radicals was
switched off, together with the boundary conditions accounting
for the recombination. When the motion of radicals is accounted
for afterward, their recombination is affected by the spin
conversion but the recombination itself no longer affects the
spin conversion. This is a main weakness of rate theories first
reducing the coherent spin conversion to incoherent and only
then accounting for the encounter diffusion and recombination
of radicals. Here, in section III, we did quite the opposite: we
first solved the problem by simultaneously taking into account
the relative motion and conversion and only then turned to the
particular case (eq 6.1) where the latter is incoherent. Therefore,
our R for coherent spin conversion is given by eq 5.12 and for
the incoherent limit by eq 6.2, but the rate estimate (eq 6.11)
does not follow from either of them.20

However, there is an exceptional case of zero field (Ω ) 0)
when the transfer is carried out by only spin relaxation. This
stochastic process, incoherent by its nature, is executed with
the rateks ) 1/T2. Hence, the results (eq 6.10) withR ) γ are
exact for the zero field.

According to eq 6.4,γ increases with viscosity. On the other
hand, the ratioSZs/zs monotonically decreases with (1/D)1/2 from
1 to 1/2 (upper dashed line in Figure 2(A) At fast diffusion, the
spin conversion does not have time to affect the recombination
and SZs/zs ) 1. On the contrary, for small values ofD, the
equipartition between S and T0 is completed during the
encounter time, reducing the recombination efficiency by one-
half.

As for TZs, it is zero at fast and slow diffusion passing through
a maximum between (lower dashed line in Figure 2A). At fast
diffusion, it is zero because no transition from T0 to the reacting
S state occurs before separation of the radicals. On the contrary,
at slow diffusion, the encounter time is long enough for transfer
to be completed

After T0 is completely exhausted, the share of triplets that have
reacted is only1/3 of the initial triplet population. The remaining
2/3 that were in the other triplet states, T(, were not involved in
the reaction.

A similar picture develops when the system recombines only
through the triplet channel except thatSZ andTZ are interchanged
(dashed lines in Figure 2B). The former passes through a
maximum, while the latter monotonically decreases to another
value, 3/4, which needs a special explanation. In fact, the
efficiency of recombination from T0 reduces by one-half when
D f 0 while that from T( remainszt ) kc

T/4πσ at anyD value.
Therefore, eq 5.6 at slowD takes the following form

where

This is the very same limit forTZt as in the caseT1 ) T2

considered below and represented by solid lines in Figure 2.
2. Equal Spin Relaxation Times.If T1 is finite, then all four

states in eq 6.6 are involved in the reaction but the result (eq
5.11) first obtained for the incoherent spin conversion in ref 18
holds true provided that the parameterR is given by the
expression 6.11. For the particular case of equal times

whereT ) T1 ) T2

In this case, it follows from eq 5.11 that

Similarly, from eq 5.13, one gets

When the magnetic field is zero (k0 ) Ω ) 0), we obtain
from eqs 6.16 and 6.17

At very fast diffusion whenτd ) σ2/D f 0, the spin conversion
has no time to occur andγ ) 0. In this limit, SZs reaches its
maximal value,zs, which is the efficiency of the singlet
recombination in the absence of the spin conversion. As soon
as the spin conversion is switched on,SZs falls down with
decreasing diffusion and reaches the minimal valuezs/4 atD )
0. In this limit, all spin states are equally populated and the
share of the singlet one is1/4.

Although the diffusional dependence of the singlet recom-
bination from the equilibrated triplet state (the lower solid line

R ) x2
τd

T2
(1 + Ω2T2

2) (6.11)

TZs

D |
D,zs

) 1
2

R
3 + R

f
1
2

at R . 1

so that

lim
Df0

Tæs )
TZs/D

1 + TZs/D
) 1

3
(6.12)

Tæt ) 1
3

zt/2

D + zt/2
+ 2

3

zt

D + zt
)

TZt

D + TZt

(6.13)

At D f 0

TZt )
5ztD + 3zt

2

6D + 4zt
f

3
4
zt

R ) γx(1 + k0T) (6.14)

γ ) x2τd/T ) xx/D

and

x ) 2σ2/T (6.15)

SZs

D
)

kc
S

2kD [γx1 + k0T + 2

γx1 + k0T + 1
- γ

2(γ + 1)] (6.16)

TZs

D
)

kc
S

4kD
×

γ[1 + (2 + 3γ)x1 + k0T]

3(1 + γ)(1 + γx1 + k0T) + (3 + 2γ + γx1 + k0T)
kc

S

kD

(6.17)

SZs )
zs

4
γ + 4
γ + 1

TZs )
zs

4
γ

1 + γ +
kc

S

kD

(6.18)
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in Figure 2A) is qualitatively the same as for the two-level
model, the result appearing in the slow diffusion limit is different

In contrast to eq 6.12, in this case, the whole triplet is completely
exhausted due to the longitudinal relaxation between its
sublevels (see Figure 1A) which is as fast as the transversal
one.

B. Elementary Spin Model (ESM).The simplest, but most
widely used and rather successful, rate model follows from the
set (eq 6.6) phenomenologically reduced to only two equations
at T1 ) T2 ) T. These equations relate to each other the
population of the singlet,mS ≡ FS, and the total population of
the triplet, mT ) F0 + F+ + F-. How these equations were
obtained one can see in section VIIIA of ref 12. For the case of
equal relaxation times, we have

with a microscopically defined spin conversion rate

As seen from Figure 1B, the conversion rate is 3ks for the
transition from singlet to triplet, while from any triplet substate
as well as from all of them this is onlyks. Due to the spin
conversion, the population of the singlet and triplet att . ks

-1

relate to each other as1/4:3/4, whatever was the initial state.
The elementary spin model (ESM) used in ref 17 enables us

to calculate the efficiency of singlet-channel recombination from
the singlet

Being very similar to the double-level expression forSZs in eq
6.10, it is distinguished by

The latter differs noticeably from eq 6.11 in the weight ofΩ2.
Although in this respect theR values from eqs 6.2 and 6.3 are
also different atΩ ) 0 all of them turn toγ.

VII. Double-Channel Recombination after Contact Start

Let us now turn to the most general case when recombination
is possible from either the singlet or triplet state of the pair.
The triplet products are excited triplet molecules whose yield
can be detected spectroscopically immediately after geminate
recombination. Both triplet and singlet yields depend on the
initial state of the pair given byF0. Using the correspondingF0

in eq 2.9 as well as the generalQ̂ from eq 2.13 andĜ0 from eq
3.2, with parameters from eq 5.8, we calculated from eqs 2.10
and 2.11 the yieldsæs(σ) andæt(σ). Only from them can one
obtain the recombination efficiencies defined in eq 2.15:Zs,
Zt, andZ ) Zs + Zt, which are discussed below.

A. Start from the Singlet State. If initially only the singlet
state is populated, then the efficiency of recombination through
the singlet channel is

and that for the triplet channel is

At kc
T ) 0, eq 7.1 reduces to eq 5.11 forSZs ) SZ, while SZt

becomes zero as in eq 5.1.
B. Start from the Individual Sublevels of the Triplet State.

If initially one populates only theT0 state, then the results are
different

Figure 2. Zero field recombination efficiencies for a single-channel
recombination through either singlet (A) or triplet (B) channels (zs and
zt were taken equal,z ) 2.63 × 10-4 cm2/s). Dashed and solid lines
relate to the casesT1 ) ∞ and T1 ) T2 ) 15 ps, respectively. The
upper curves in (A) and (B) are for the efficiencies of allowed
recombination from initially populated states, while the lower ones are
for the recombination initially forbidden but switched on by spin
conversion to the reacting state. The contact distance isσ ) 10 Å
everywhere.

ks ) 1
2T

+ Ω2T
3

(6.21)

SZs )
zs

4
R + 4
R + 1

(6.22)

R ) x4ksτd ) x2τd

T (1 + 2Ω2T2

3 ) (6.23)

SZs/D )
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S

2kD [R + 2(1 + kc
T/kD)

R + 1 + kc
T/kD

- â
2(â + 1 + kc

T/kD)] (7.1)

SZt/D )
kc

T

2kD [ R
1 + R + kc

T/kD

+ â
2(1 + â + kc

T/kD)] (7.2)

T0Zs/D )
kc

S

2kD(1 + R + kc
S/kD) [R -

â(1 + R + kc
T/kD)

2(1 + â + kc
T/kD)] (7.3)

lim
Df0

TZs )
zs

4

so that

lim
Df0

Tæs )
zs/4D

1 + zs/4D
) 1 (6.19)

m̆S ) -3ksmS + ksmT (6.20a)

m̆T ) 3ksmS - ksmT (6.20b)
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Equation 7.3 is the contact analogue of eq 5.4 for the double-
channel reaction, but it is greatly simplified in the same way as
eq 5.11 when compared to eq 5.10.

Subject to similar simplification and generalization, eq 5.5
takes the form

and its triplet analogue, which is not zero anymore (sincekc
T*

0), is equal to

The definition of the spin conversion parameterâ remains the
same as in eq 5.8c, while for eq 5.12,R should be substituted
for the more general one

valid for the double-channel recombination (kc
T* 0).

C. Start from the Equipopulated Triplet States. Having
all the efficiencies, one can calculate any yield including the
total yield of recombination from the equipopulated triplet states,
through either the singlet or triplet channels. Analogous to eq
5.6 we have

where

Using, in these formulas, the above obtained results, we get
for the efficiencies of the singlet and triplet channels in the case
under consideration

D. General Presentation of the Main Results.Later on we
will consider only the efficiencies of recombination from either
the singlet or equilibrated triplet state,SZ and TZ. They both
can be represented uniformly in a very compact form

where

E. Double-Channel Recombination in ESM.If the start was
made from the singlet, then the efficiencies of the different
channels in the ESM are the same as in the exact theory, eq
7.12a, but

where R is given in eq 6.23. Atzt ) 0, the double-channel
expression in eq 7.14 substituted to eq 7.12a reducesSZs to its
previously obtained single-channel analogue 6.22.17

The start made from the equilibrated triplet, treated the same
way, leads to another formula, an alternative to eq 7.13b

It is remarkable that the efficiencies at which the recombination
is switched on by the spin conversion,SZt andTZs, depend on
a single recombination parameter,zt or zs, respectively, while
two other efficiencies depend on both of them.

1. Recombination in a Zero Magnetic Field.In the case of
a zero field whenR ) γ, the results following from eqs 7.12
after substituting the expressions from eqs 7.14 and 7.15
coincide with those that can be deduced from the exact eqs 7.1,
and 7.2 and 7.10 and 7.11, respectively, provided

that is, T1 ) T2 ) T in addition toΩ ) 0. This is because

T0Zt/D )
kc

T

2kD(1 + R + kc
S/kD) [R + 2(1 +

kc
S

kD
) +

â(1 + R + kc
T/kD)

2(1 + â + kc
T/kD)] (7.4)
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2kD
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T/kD)
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Skc
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2 + (2 + â + R)(kc

S + kc
T)/kD

(7.5)
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T
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Skc
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SZs ) zs(1 - SΠ) SZt ) zt
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TZs ) zs
TΠ TZt ) zt(1 - TΠ) (7.12b)

SΠ ) R/2
(1 + Rzt/D)
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TΠ )
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SΠ ) 3R
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TΠ ) R
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under these conditions the set of eqs 6.6 rigorously reduces to
the ESM eqs 6.20 withks ) 1/2T.

Figure 3 shows the viscosity dependence of all the recom-
bination efficiencies at the contact start under condition 7.16.
Unlike Figure 2, where they have been shown for the opposite
cases of either the singlet channel (kc

S * 0 ) kc
T) or triplet

channel (kc
S ) 0 * kc

T) recombination, here we are dealing with
an intermediate case of “spin-independent recombination” first
considered in ref 26. This is an exceptional case when the
reactions from the singlet and triplet proceed with equal rates:
kc

S ) kc
T (zs ) zt ) z). Under such conditions, the spin

conversion does not modulate the recombination and cannot
affect its total efficiency

However,ZS andZT change with diffusion as shown in Figure
3. Under conditions 7.16 and 7.17, they obey the simple
formulas

All of them pass through an extremum at a common point

that is at

The vertical line at this point in Figure 3 separates the kinetic
control, D . z, from the regime of diffusion control,D , z
(left and right branches of the curves).

2. Kinetic/Diffisional Reactions of Radicals Started from
Contact. Far to the right, at the slowest diffusion, we obtain
from eqs 7.18

These formulae indicate that the rate constants 4πσSZt ) 3/4γkD

and 4πσTZs ) 1/4γkD are proportional to the diffusional constant
kD ) 4πσD, multiplied by the spin conversion factorγ )
xx/D. Therefore, they are proportional to (D)1/2. When the
radical pair starts from the singlet, the recombination constant
is three times larger than in the case of the triplet start.

This is a very interesting peculiarity of a spin-selective theory
compared to a spinless one. The latter may be diffusional only
in the case of a noncontact start,12,6 while the former is
subdivided into kinetic and diffusional regimes, even if the
radicals start to move being in contact. Immediately after the
start they become separated; the reaction is switched off and
the spin conversion is on. The recombination is now limited by
diffusion of radicals from where they find themselves to the
contact.

Its rate constant is diffusional when diffusion is slow and
the reaction is accomplished at the very first recontact but the
singlet and triplet products appear with the weights of these
states in the radical pair after spin conversion is accomplished:
1/4 and3/4.

Under kinetic control, the results are different

However, asD f ∞, the spin conversion rateγ f 0 andSZs )

Figure 3. Diffusional dependence of the efficiencies of the zero field
double-channel recombination at contact start and equal reaction
constants of both channels (zs ) zt ) z). Spin conversion efficiencyx
) 2σ2/T ) 5 × 10-4 cm2/s whereT ) T1 ) T2 ) 15 ps. (A) The start
from the singlet state of contact radical pair. (B) The start from the
equipopulated triplet states of the pair.

At zs ) zt ) z
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TZt ) z while SZt ) TZs ) 0. The same result follows from eq
7.19 for the opposite diffusional limit,D f 0 (γ f ∞).

This means thatSZs andTZt vary with diffusion fromz to z
while SZt andTZs change from 0 to 0, but between the deviations
from thez and 0, horizontal lines are three times larger for the
singlet start (A) than for triplet (B). The maximal values of these
deviations reached atz ) D are

The efficiency of recombination from the singlet state through
the triplet channel is three times larger than the vice versa.

As for the spin conversion, it is either weak or strong
depending on whetherx ) 2σ2/T is less or greater thanz. If x
) 1/T ) 0 is zero, then the expressions in eq 7.21 also turn to
zero and recombination proceeds only from the initial states:
SZs ) TZt ) z. In the opposite case (x f ∞), these expressions
reach their maximal values which are3/4z for the singlet start
(A) and 1/4z for the triplet one (B).

VIII. Magnetic Field Effect

In the present theory, the frequency of spin conversion (eq
1.2) is proportional to the magnetic fieldH. Affecting conver-
sion, the magnetic field changes the free ion quantum yield,
averaged over the distribution of initial separations,f(r)

The quantitative measure of the magnetic field effect (MFE) is
conventionally defined as

As far as we know, until now, it has been studied experimentally
only with systems subjected to a single-channel recombination.
In particular, this was done in a wide range of fields with the
reaction of photoexcited Ru-trisbipyridine with methyl viologen
as an electron acceptor.27,28 This reaction starts from the
equilibrated triplet state of a pair that can recombine only
through a singlet channel after the field-dependent spin conver-
sion.

A. Singlet Recombination from the Triplet. In this par-
ticular case,Z ≡ TZs. It depends on the starting pointr0 if f(r)
) δ(r - r0)/4πr2. The partial recombination efficiency

is given by expression 5.7, which is too complex for analytic
investigations.

1. Contact Start.The situation becomes much simpler if we
first focus our attention on the pair starting from contact when

where the latter is given by expression 5.13 withâ andR defined
in eqs 5.9 and 5.12, respectively.

Low Fields. When the magnetic field is so small thatΩ2T2
2

, 1, then using the approximate expressions (eq 6.1) in eq 5.12,
we obtain in the lowest order approximation with respect to

Ω2T2
2

Under this condition, the MFE is linear inΩ2T2
2

where

The solution of the rate eqs 6.6 leads to a different result

becauseR has to be taken from eq 6.11

As can be seen at slow conversion,TMs is always linear in
Ω2T2

2, but the slope of this linearity in the exact formula (eq
8.6) varies from1/8 at γ , 1 up to3/8 at γ . 1, zs/2D, while in
the analogous rate relationship, eq 8.7, it is always larger,1/2.
Therefore, the parabolicΩ dependence of MFE at slow
conversion is much sharper in the approximate rate theory than
in the exact one.

This conclusion is also valid for the ESM, whereT1 is equal
to T2 andR is given by eq 6.23. The MFE estimated with ESM
obeys exactly the same quadratic dependence (eq 8.7) provided
one setsγ ) â in Φ(γ,â)

However, the region whereTMs is quadratic inΩ holds in such
a narrow strip (see Figure 4) that all the experimental points
are usually obtained out of it.

High Magnetic Fields. In high magnetic fields, the MFE
decreases with retardation approaching the constant negative
value

where

andΛ is also some function ofzs, â, andγ. It is useful to know
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4

z
xx/z
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Γ which is actually an upper limit of the absolute value of
MFE: 0 e |TMs| e Γ. However, the asymptotic dependence
(eq 8.9) shown by the dotted line in Figure 4 is not achievable
because it holds at too high a magnetic field (ΩT2 . 1000),
while the experimentally studied interval is aroundΩT2 ∼ 1/2.

Moderate Magnetic Fields.Within this intermediate interval,
the descending branch of the solid curve should be better
interpolated with the following formula

With a proper choice ofê, ú, and Θ, this interpolation is as
good as that shown in Figure 4 by the dashed line. This is the
actual observed magnetic field dependence,27,28,10 while the
alternative (incoherent) parabolic dependence (eq 8.6) is hardly
detectable and is described by ESM only qualitatively.

In Figure 5, the nonmonotonic diffusional dependence of the
MFE is used to compare a few different approaches to the
problem. It was exhaustively studied in the frame of “a two-
state (S,T0)” model in ref 10, presuming that the system starts
from T0 havingâ ) 1/T1 ) 0. The solution to such a problem
at contact recombination and contact start can also be obtained
from our theory (dashed line in Figure 5). Nothing changes
significantly if we take into account all four spin states, setting
T1 ) T2 (lower solid line in Figure 5). But if the start under
these conditions is taken from the equilibrated triplet state (upper
solid line in Figure 5), then the difference is much more
pronounced. This means that the two-level model is too rough
for fitting the real experimental data and even more so its
incoherent analogue 6.8. On the other hand, it should be noted
that the results are rather insensitive to the particular value of
T1 in the whole interval∞ g T1 g T2, if the starting state is the
same.

2. Noncontact Start. It should be stressed that the results
are very sensitive to the starting point especially if it is close to
the contact. This peculiarity has been mentioned already in refs
4-6 and 17 where it was shown to result from the contact
description of the recombination. In this approximation, the
region of too low diffusion is not properly covered especially

when the initial particle separationr0 - σ is comparable or less
than the tunneling length. However, it is instructive to recognize
the general tendency of the MFE to change withr0.

As shown in Figure 6, the MFE monotonically decreases with
r0 at anyΩ and the sharper the larger it is.

However, the space-dependent recombination rateW(r) is not
actually the contact one, as in eq 2.7. Usually it is not narrower
than the tunneling lengthL ∼ 1 Å, that is, at so close starts, the
recombination is for sure not contact. If nevertheless the contact
approximation (eq 2.7) is used, then the diffusional dependence
of the MFE at the contact start is questionable at slow diffusion
(the lowest curve in Figure 7 atD < 10-6). However, the curves
for large separation are free of this weakness in the fast diffusion
region, where the effect is the most pronounced (Figure 7).

Very similar curves with clearly expressed minima were
obtained experimentally by Steiner et al.28 They were fitted in
ref 10 within the two-level model with an exponential (non-
contact) recombination rate. The calculations include the
averaging (eq 8.1) over the realistic distributionf(r0) which is
different for any D values. Unfortunately, all diffusional
dependencies were studied by the Steiner group varyingD
values (viscosity) by changing the solvent composition. This is
accompanied by a significant variation of the static and optical
dielectric constants changing the outer sphere reorganization
energyλ, parallel to diffusion. It was shown later that such a

Figure 4. Field dependence of the MFE at contact start in the exact
theory (solid line) and in the elementary spin model (dashed-dotted
parabolic line). The vertical line separates the low field (incoherent)
Ω dependence from the high field MFE, originating from the coherent
spin conversion. The latter is well interpolated by the empirical formula
8.10 with ê ) 0.91,ú ) 3, andΘ ) 1.8 shown as the dashed curve
approaching the exact result from above. The highest field asymptotic
behavior (eq 8.9) and its limit,-Γ, are shown by the dotted lines below.
The rates of contact recombination,zs, and other parameters are the
same as in the previous figure whileD ) 10-6 cm2/s.

Figure 5. Diffusional dependence of the MFE atT1 ) ∞ and start
from T0 (dashed line), forT1 ) T2 ) 15 ps, and the same start (T0), at
equal times but starting from the equilibrated triplet (T). The contact
rate constantkc

S ) 3.31× 105 Å3/ns, ΩT2 ) 0.75.

Figure 6. Field dependence of the single-channel MFE at different
starting distances. The rest of the parameters are the same as in Figure
4.

TMs ≈ -êΓ + Θ
ΩT2 + ú

(8.10)
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variation ofλ affects significantly the space-dependent transfer
rate and changes qualitatively the interpretation of the quantum
yield diffusional dependence.4-6 This is not the place to go into
the details of fitting the real diffusional dependencies. Instead,
it is better to concentrate on fitting the field dependence of the
MFE when nothing is changed exceptΩ.

3. Fitting the Field Dependence of the MFE.The expected
field dependence is exhibited in Figure 6. The different starting
distances,r0, represent the difference in diffusion. The faster
the latter is the closer to the contact the actual initial distribution,
f(r0), is. Instead of the whole distribution,f(r0), we take a single
r0, close to its average value, which shifts to contact when
diffusion becomes faster. However, not only the starting distance
changes withD but also T2 is subjected to some changes
indicated in the original experimental work (Table 1 in ref 28).
We used these values to fit the related curvesTMs using r0 as
a single variable parameter and borrowing the value forkc

S )
3.31 × 105 Å3/ns from ref 10 (see the caption to Figure 7
therein).

The results of our fitting are shown in Figure 8 and Table 1.
They cannot be expected to be better because the contact
approximation for recombination (eq 2.7) is employed instead
of the trueW(r) and the single starting distance is used instead
of f(r0).

The monotonic decreasing ofr0 with D confirms the nature
of the forward electron transfer (ionization) that should be
diffusional at such a smallD value. The effective radius of the
diffusional ionization is known to go down when the diffusion
accelerated.12,6Of course, the variation ofλ simultaneously with
diffusion can imitate the same effect as it did already in another
respect.4-6 Nonetheless, the spin conversion responsible for the
really observable MFE is an undoubtedly coherent process
contrary to what was expected in previous works.29,30

B. Double-Channel Recombination.When both reaction
channels are switched on, the yield of free radicals (eq 8.1) is
also field dependent, thoughZ(H) ) Zs + Zt depends on both
kc

S andkc
T. Until now, there was only one system whereZ and

Zt were measured simultaneously.17 However, the MFE was not
detected there. Besides, the spin conversion there was carried
out by another (HFI) mechanism that was considered separately.8

Therefore, we restrict our attention to only the contact start
using æ(σ,H) in eq 8.2 instead ofæj (H). This is only a
demonstration of the qualitatively different diffusional depen-
dence of the MFE, which is very sensitive to the interrelationship
betweenkc

S andkc
T at any starting state (Figure 9).

For triplet recombination through the singlet channel,TMs,
we have in (A) the lowest curve (kc

T ) 0) which is the same as
in Figures 7 and 5. An alternative recombination of the same
pair, via the triplet channel only,TMt, takes place atkc

S ) 0 and
has an opposite, positive sign of the MFE. A border case of the

Figure 7. Diffusional dependence of the single-channel MFE at
different starting pointsr0. All the parameters are the same as in Figure
4..

TABLE 1

D, cm2/s T2, ps r0, Å

6.67× 10-7 47.6 11.2
1.16× 10-6 40.8 10.8
2.30× 10-6 37 10.6

Figure 8. Fitting of the field dependence of MFE at various values of
the diffusion coefficient, increasing from top to bottom (Table 1). The
points are taken from experimental work.28

Figure 9. Diffusional dependence of the MFE for triplet (A) and singlet
(B) radical pairs, starting from contact. Single-channel recombination
is given by solid lines, double-channel recombination by dashed lines,
and the spin-independent border case by a dotted one. The relative
efficiencies of the singlet and triplet recombination channels are pointed
out by the relativekc

S andkc
T values.
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double channel but “spin-independent recombination” (kc
T )

kc
S) is a horizontal dotted lineTM ) 0. At comparable but not

equal rate constantskc
S ) 10kc

T andkc
T ) 10kc

S, the signs of the
effect are also the opposite as for the single-channel limits.

For recombination from the singlet initial state (B), the picture
is qualitatively the same, except that the signs of the MFE when
the singlet or triplet channel dominates are interchanged. Since
the initial state of the photoinduced pair is usually known, the
diffusional dependence of MFE allows one to find easily what
channel is more efficient and by how much.

IX. Conclusions

The yields of singlet and triplet products of the double-
channel recombination from either of these states and any initial
separation of radicals are exactly calculated assuming the spin
conversion is due to a∆g mechanism. The results for the
recombination through the singlet channel, only obtained
previously for the contact start from the singlet, are reproduced
and extended for the start from the equipopulated triplet states.
In the latter case, the MFE arising from the coherent spin
conversion is estimated and well fitted to the available experi-
mental data. The popular model considering the spin conversion
as an incoherent rate process is not appropriate in a high field
but becomes exact in a zero field, provided the spin relaxation
times are equal. In this particular case, the diffusional depen-
dence of all the yields coincides with the exact one and may be
used for discrimination between the channels.

The only limitation of the theory is the contact approximation
for distant recombination rates. It can be overcome by numerical
calculations provided that the distance dependence of the rate
is known.
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